Dubai

Iconic for its towering skyscrapers, Dubai has grown to become a global city and business hub of the Middle East while retaining much of its cultural heritage. Filled with excellent tourist amenities, Dubai is a vibrant and dynamic city with something new to offer with every visit.

Jumeirah Mosque

A gift by the late Shaikh Rashid for the people of Dubai, Jumeirah Mosque was built based on the design of medieval Fatimid tradition and inspired by Egyptian mosques. The mosque is especially beautiful when lit up against the evening sky. Visit during sunset and be greeted by the brilliant sight of the magnificent white-stone facade being illuminated.

Gold Souk

The ultimate destination for jewellery enthusiasts, the Gold Souk houses a magnificent array of glittering necklaces, rings and other treasures. Even if you're not looking to buy something, it is well-worth a walkthrough to see and experience the world’s largest gold market.

Dubai Miracle Gardens

Feel like Alice in Wonderland amidst the dreamy floral installations at the world's biggest flower garden. Home to over 45 million flowers, the Dubai Miracle Gardens features colourful pyramids and other sculptural marvels made from flowers, including an 18-metre replica of the Burj Khalifa.
**Bastakiya Quarter**

There’s plenty to discover as a family in the atmospheric Bastakiya Quarter, one of the city’s most scenic historical neighbourhoods. Established in the 19th century by textile and pearl traders from Bastak, the Quarter is home to restored merchant houses, art galleries, and elegant cafés today.

**The Dubai Fountain**

See the world’s tallest dancing fountain spring to life and be dazzled by the captivating spectacle of water, lights and sounds in the heart of downtown Dubai. Featuring a 275-metre long central arc of water jets that spray to heights of up to 150 metres, the fountain is one of the city’s most compelling must-see attractions. Catch the magical water shows daily during midday, or in the evening for a perfect end to your family’s day out in Dubai.

**Al Mamzar Beach Park**

For a fun day in the sun, head to Al Mamzar Beach Park. With many kid-friendly play areas, food kiosks and a lagoon, the lush park by the sea is the perfect place to spend an afternoon. Sink your toes in the sand, take a dip in sparkling waters, and top it off with a picnic in the shade under a palm tree. For a quick way to get around the beach park, hop on the scenic train that takes you to the park’s different activity points.

**The Jam Jar**

View a diverse range of local artworks and create your own masterpieces at The Jam Jar, a community art space promoting Dubai’s arts scene. Featuring a DIY painting studio and art workshops for families and children, The Jam Jar provides a friendly environment for your little ones to be inspired and express their creativity.

**Traditional Abra Trip at Dubai Creek**

Cross the Dubai Creek on an Abra, a traditional wooden boat, and enjoy the same spectacular views that pearl divers did in the past. Set sail down the Creek and watch as the sun sets on Dubai’s iconic skyline, before winding down the evening with dinner in a restaurant by the waterfront.
Wild Wadi Waterpark

A splashing fun time awaits you and your little travellers at Wild Wadi Waterpark. For adventure seekers, the outdoor water park is sure to entertain with its thrilling waterslides and exhilarating rides. Additionally, get a glimpse of local literary culture while exploring over 30 rides and attractions themed around the tales of Juha, a well-loved character from Arabian folklore.

KidZania

Kids get to be adults for the day and learn life skills at KidZania. Kids can experience over 80 careers such as firefighters, doctors and chefs in the pretend-town with over 60 city simulations. A fun-filled journey of self-discovery awaits your little travellers!

Salt

Salt offers one of Dubai’s best urban food experiences, serving up gourmet burgers on the go. Now parked permanently at Kite Beach, the Salt food truck offers simple and fuss-free midday bites that are sure to put a smile on your little traveller’s face. Take a break from splashing in the surf and fuel up with wagyu beef sliders and creamy soft-serve ice cream.

Arrows & Sparrows

Arrows & Sparrows offers a laidback dining experience perfect for families with an international palate of contemporary dishes and healthy breakfast options, along with a special Children’s Menu. Indulge in freshly brewed organic coffee in the cool comfort of the cafe and tuck into wholesome acai bowls, perfectly poached eggs and fuss-free sandwiches.

Wild And The Moon Café

Need a refreshing break from the blazing Dubai sun? Wild And The Moon provides a selection of invigorating options that both kids and adults are sure to enjoy, from organic smoothies and cold-pressed juices to comforting soups and super bowls with energising superfoods.
Zaroob

Inspired by the dining scene in the Levant region, Zaroob recreates an authentic Arabic street food dining experience through live cooking stations and iconic dishes including shawarma wraps and falafel bites. Kids and adults alike can expect to be entertained and impressed by the theatrics of open kitchens and dining spaces inspired by traditional street market alleyways.

BBQ Donut

It's all hands on deck for a fun barbeque dinner aboard your very own dinghy float. Experience a novel way of dining as you drift leisurely along the Dubai Creek while feasting on a delectable assortment of grilled meats, vegetables and seafood skewers.

Kids Stay & Eat Free
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